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Welcome to the Spring edition of our
newsletter. We have loads to look forward
to and would love for you to join us on our
CPD days. Eastern region has brought CPD
events that incorporate emotional, mental
and physical aspects to our yoga practice.
These days are great if you want to bring
them into your teaching, or your personal
practice.
We are excited to announce our Festival to
celebrate The International Day of Yoga
(18th June) is to take place in
Cambridgeshire and we have First Aid Days
planned to take place each month to help
us stay up to date with the BWY best
practice guidelines.
We want to thank you for your support and aim to continue to
provide Yoga to the community that is Eastern Region.
See you on your mat!
Donna Negus Eastern Region Editor
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WELCOME

EAST NEWS

REPORTS

REGIONAL OFFICER’S REPORT
Dear BWY Eastern Region Members,
By the time you receive this newsletter, we
have had our AGM and as a BWY
community, we would be turning to a new,
fresh page, full of enthusiasm and energy. I
sincerely hope all BWY members in the
Eastern Region, can experience and share
this wonderful feeling. I know the new
leadership’s energy, linked with the
upcoming freshness of spring will bring
wonderful opportunities.
I am delighted to say that we have an almost full Eastern Region
Committee. We are excited and looking forward to promoting
yoga in our Region. Please join me in celebrating our new
volunteers who despite the huge challenges of the pandemic,
coupled with the recent turmoil we had within BWY – have
committed their time and energy to us. These yoginis deserve a
huge welcome!
We have a County Rep vacancy for Suffolk. If you are a BWY
member living in Suffolk, please consider widening your
experience by volunteering to contribute to your local yogic
community. We have a committed and devoted Regional
Committee, and we will be supporting you in every way. If you
are open to the idea and want to find out more please give me a
call.
Information on the events and CPD days we have organised are
from page 14 and also on our website (bwy.org.uk/eastern) There
will be many more to come!
We are happy and proud to secure Swami Satyadaya’s time for
this year’s International Day of Yoga celebrations, on 18th June.
Swamiji is an exceptionally inspirational yogi and I hope you will
find space to book this event, as it will be, unfortunately limited to
35 people.
Our motto as new Eastern Regional Committee will be All
Inclusiveness – Akilananda. Not only BWY teachers or members,
but to be open and embracing all the yogic community within our
region.Om Shanti,
Ilkay – Shraddha Ozcan
07821403276

East.ro@bwyregions.co.uk
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The Eastern Region committee delivered a
diverse and wide-ranging programme of yoga
events and First Aid training throughout 2021 –
so a huge thank you goes to all the County Reps
for their commitment, positive energy and
flexibility to ensure the events were delivered
either in person or via Zoom, sometimes with
last minute changes to make things happen.
However, let’s not forget the hard work of our
splendid editor and social media whizz, Donna Negus whose
eye-catching and creative visual posts have promoted our yoga
events so beautifully.
With the focus and guidance of our Regional Officer, Ilkay Ozcan,
at the helm we are looking forward to 2022 bringing a full
calendar of events and ongoing training to the Eastern Region
and are already forward planning events into 2023 and beyond
as we build on and develop our yoga events programme of CPD
days, First Aid training and Open Day yoga events for all to
enjoy, inspire, learn and grow, whether held in-person or via a
virtual platform.
Meanwhile, Festival Organiser Sophie Lightfoot. is developing
the programme for an inspiring International Day of Yoga event
planned for Saturday 18 June 2022, so keep an out for more
details of this exciting mid-summer festival event (page 19)
Sadly, some of our valued committee members have decided to
step down from their County Rep roles, we thank them all for
their contributions, energy, ideas and positive presence within
the team, wishing everyone well for the future, they will be very
much missed. However, we very much welcome the new
committee members who are joining the Eastern Region
Committee who will continue their excellent work going forward
as we continue with positive optimism for the future of yoga.

Rosie Evans : Acting RTO Eastern Region
February 2022
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REPORTS

REGIONAL TRAINING OFFICER’S REPORT

REPORTS

INTRODUCING NEW COUNTY
REPRESENTATIVE FOR CAMBRIDGESHIRE:
CLARE GOGGIN
Hello everyone!
I am the new regional volunteer for
Cambridgeshire and I thought I
would write a few words to
introduce myself and what I hope
to bring to my new role.
My yoga journey
I practised yoga for the first time
in 2002 and I loved it from the very first class! My practice began
to deepen when I had my children. With two children under two, I
felt exhausted, achy and weak, and my restorative weekly class
was the highlight of my week.
I began attending workshops, retreats and eventually an online
‘year of yoga’ in 2017 that gave me the confidence to start a daily
home practice.
My teacher training with Emma Turnbull allowed me to meet
other passionate yoga practitioners who lived nearby and over
the next two years, I made some amazing friendships. However,
in 2021, my husband and I decided to move from Chelmsford in
Essex to a village near Ely in Cambridgeshire to be closer to
family, which meant no longer being able to meet up as easily.
I decided to volunteer for the BWY after realising there wasn’t a
local representative for my area, nor many events local to me. I
know from my yoga teacher training that learning together can be
a fertile soil for friendship, so it is my hope that as regional
volunteer for Cambridgeshire, I will help to bring together local
yogis to share wisdom, experience and friendship.
There are already some very exciting CPD events in the calendar
for 2022 and I very much welcome suggestions as to teachers
you would like to learn with in the future. Hoping to meet you all
very soon!
Clare Goggin
Events in Cambridgeshire this year:
Celebration of International Day of Yoga 18 th June
CPD 2 nd July Lesley Isaacson
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Hi everyone.
I’m Pauline the new county rep for
Bedfordshire and want to take this
chance to introduce myself.
Yoga has been part of my life for many
years with most of my practice in Bristol
where I come from. But it wasn’t until
the early 2000’s that I took the plunge
and studied for the BWY teaching
diploma. Wow! What an eye opener trying to explain and teach
asana rather than just do it. I passed in 2006 and taught an after work yoga group with a company in Bristol in their canteen along
with the hum of the kitchen freezer units running continuously!
Life moved on and a move and job in London brought me to a
beautiful part of Cambridgeshire thirteen years ago. But with a
long commute I had to put the teaching to one side. I’ve
continued to study throughout that time including workshops in
the BWY eastern region and studied meditation under Marten
Vermasse.
I’ve always felt that bringing yoga to others needs commitment
and now that I’m not working (another life change!) I feel I can
dedicate the time the county rep role deserves. We’ve all gone
through so much change in recent months and it’s great that
gradually we can now meet up in person as well as virtually.
There are great events to go to in the region this year and any
ideas for 2023 let me know.
Looking forward to being your rep and meeting you soon.

Pauline
Events in Bedfordshire this year:
CPD day 5th March The Authentic self with Billy Doyle
CPD day 3 rd September lesson planning Dawn Wessleby
First Aid day 24 th September
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REPORTS

INTRODUCING NEW COUNTY
REPRESENTATIVE FOR BEDFORDSHIRE:
PAULINE MORGAN

REPORTS

INTRODUCING THE NEW COUNTY
REPRESENTATIVE FOR WEST ESSEX AND
EAST LONDON: ASLIHAN YENIGUN
Hello dear all,
It feels wonderful to send my warm greetings
to you, our beautiful BWY community in West
Essex & East London.
Just a little about me:
I am a highly motivated, creative, and
bilingual individual with a wide range of skills
and many years of corporate experience in
the field of event management and customer
relations together with yoga teaching. I take the pride and joy of
creating and running a highly regarded community focused yoga
space (home) around Epping Forest. I am also one of the cofounders of a yoga collective in my local town. These all
experiences helped me broadening my horizons and gaining
valuable skills through connection, dedication and solidarity. The
needs and demands of my community also led me to master
various yoga and complementary specialities within years.
My passion and purpose are bringing yogic principles into
everyone's daily life with a realistic approach and practical
applications. To achieve this, I use every available resource to
facilitate general and specialised yoga and meditation classes,
workshops and courses, collaborative wellbeing will help BWY
community to thrive on local and national level. My new role
within BWY will enable me to get closer to you, to hear your
needs better, and to contribute BWY in creating a fun and highly
inclusive environment for its members. Let’s transform, grow and
enjoy this together!
More about me: www.yogacrow.uk/the-crow
With gratitude,
Aslihan
Events in West Essex this year:
CPD 19 th March Finding Stability with Sabine Dahn
CPD 23 rd July

Aum and sound in yoga with Wendy Teasdill

First Aid day 22nd October
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LOTTIE TAYLOR.
Hi, I’m Lottie the new East
Essex County
Representative.
I first found Hatha yoga at
university 14 years ago!
That was it - I was hooked!
Since then, I’ve enjoyed
Kundalini, Hatha, Yin and
even hot sweaty yoga. 3
years ago I finally decided
to train as a teacher at
Yoga Wise in Mayland, Essex a 2 year course with the added
bonus of teaching with Ayurveda. I will never look back- best
decision I ever made! Sharing these healing practices with others
brings me so much joy and peace into my life. Yoga is a lifestyle
choice and it’s the only one for me!
I teach regular Hatha and Yin yoga classes in Chelmsford and
Wickford. I also hold a Full moon ceremony in Chelmsford each
month, which is a relaxing evening of mindful release, intention
setting, Yin and a Gong Bath.
Looking forward to organising some interesting CPD events and
serving the BWY Yoga community.
Namaste.
Lottie

Events in East Essex this year:
CPD 9 th April Menopause awareness with Petra Coveney
CPD 15 th October Supporting those with anxiety Louise
Fortunato (part 1)
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REPORTS

INTRODUCING THE NEW COUNTY
REPRESENTATIVE FOR EAST ESSEX:

NOTICEBOARD

Committee News:
Welcome new Area
Reps!

Emails to promote events
and keep you updated are
sent to all BWY members
in the Eastern Region. If
you do not receive these
please check your in
boxes and /or contact our
secretary.

We are pleased to
welcome a new county
representative for
Cambridgeshire; Clare
Goggin,
Aslihan
Yenigun
Notice
Heading
(West Essex
East
Noticeand
Text
London) Lottie Taylor
(East Essex) Sue Lyman
(Norfolk) and Pauline
Morgan (Bedfordshire)

Date for your Diary:

We are looking forward to
working together.

Sangha 29th April to 1 st May
Bookings taken at the end of
February via website.

Our festival organiser, Sophie, is planning our
celebration of the International Day of Yoga 18th June
in Cambridgeshire. Details: page 19
Join us for what will be a fantastic day!
Contact Sophie if you would like to offer help

AGM was held 10/2/22 information on new
National Executive committee (NEC) on BWY website

Eastern Region committee emails are changing- please
note new email ending @bwyregions.org.uk . We ask for
your patience while these are installed. Contact office for
questions office@bwy.org.uk Check contacts section on
bwy.org.uk/eastern for updates
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This article aims to give us
an overview of the value of
the BWY; explain its
structure and allow you to
understand why being part
of the BWY is beneficial to
us all.
The British Wheel of Yoga Limited is a charity registered in
England and Wales (No. 1136674). A non-profit making company
limited by guarantee. Registered in England No. 07030679.
The Registered Office: British Wheel of Yoga Limited, 25 Jermyn
Street, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, NG34 7RU Telephone
01529306851
BWY Statement of Intent;
The British Wheel of Yoga is committed to promoting a greater
understanding of yoga and its safe practice through experience,
education, study and training.
BWYQ; British wheel of yoga qualification
CPD; Continued Professional development
NEC; National Executive committee. The Annual General
meeting (AGM) took place 10 th February and you can find the
newly elected volunteers on the website ( bwy.org.uk)
Articles of Association; This document generally contains
name, provisions and guidance that all the charity trustees need
to know. These are in the process of being updated.
BWYT; The BWY Training Committee develops training courses
and reviews and monitors the BWY's training portfolio to ensure it
reflects current best practice.
ROC; The Regional Officer Committee comprises the Regional
Officers from the twelve BWY region; Eastern, London, Midlands,
North, North west, Scotland, South, South East, South West,
Wales, and Yorkshire. Each regional committee is comprised of
more volunteers(!) that include the Regional Officer, Regional
Secretary, Regional Magazine Editor, Regional Treasurer,
Regional Training Officer as well as a County Representative
from each county within a region.
As a member of the BWY we are part of a wonderful community
of Yogis and have access to some great training. Thank you for
your continued support!
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ARTICLE

THE YOGI’S SIMPLE GUIDE TO THE BWY

ARTICLE

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

1) WHEN YOU HEAR ‘NO’, YOU MAKE IT A
‘YES ’.
2) YOU DON ’T GIVE UP, EVER.
3) YOU THINK YOU ARE AMAZING 100%
OF THE TIME .
4) YOU ARE NOT AFRAID TO SAY NO TO
ANYTHING YOU DO NOT WANT TO DO .
5) PEOPLE LOVE YOUR SQUISHY THIGHS
AND BELLY . IN FACT , YOU LOVE SHOWING
THEM OFF !
6) FUN IS ALWAYS FIRST
7) YOU DANCE WHENEVER YOU WANT TO .
8) YOU KNOW YOURSELF SO WELL YOU
KNOW EVERYTHING THAT MAKES YOU
HAPPY AND ANGRY.
9) YOU CELEBRATE YOURSELF A LOT AND
EXPECT OTHERS TO JOIN IN .
10) YOU LIVE AND LOVE HARD .

Author Unknown
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In this article, the idea of ‘resetting’
ourselves is explored. Sometimes we can
feel overloaded by what life throws at us.
Small things that would not have bothered
us before can feel over whelming. We can
get stuck in a loop of nervous reactivity. If we were a
computer we would shut down and be rebooted but as a
human being we keep going until we either suffer from ill
health, change our habits and/or learn to ‘reset’.
Practicing yoga is acknowledged to be an antidote to stress but
how does it help? Put simply, the more stressed we are, the mor e
stressed we become. Yoga can act as a reset button to take us
out of the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) loop.
Chemicals such as cortisol and adrenalin can be released by the
smallest event if we get stuck in a loop of reactivity. This affects
the way we think and reason. Difficulties arise when our fears
and stresses overtake our feelings of being in control. This has a
direct effect on those parts of the brain that respond to negative
stimuli and triggers the release of more cortisol and adrenalin.
So, the more stress we feel, the more stress we feel.
When we are existing with sustained levels of cortisol and
adrenaline in our system (as many of us are) our perception is
shaded with negativity and fear. This affects our implicit
memories (those memories we are not consciously aware of) by
coating them with negative emotions. This has a direct effect on
our mood state and our ability to see things in a positive light.
Yoga can help us change. The first step is acknowledging the
emotional habits we may be stuck in. Our awareness and
understanding of ourselves is vital. If one of my students tells me
she finds it impossible to relax and her body is ‘so uncomfortable’
I inform her that this is the first step in the process of change.
Yoga gives us the chance to come away from our usual patterns.
Our mat can be a haven of peace and our attention to our
breathing the gateway to resetting our nervous system. Showing
this kindness to ourselves enhances our sense of wellbeing and
gives us back the possibility of health.
Eastern Region BWY has many Yoga days planned that will help
you on your journey as both a yogi and teacher.
Donna Negus: BWY and registered MindfulnessUK teacher
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ARTICLE

TIME TO RESET

BWY EVNTS AND TRAINING

SUBTLE BODY AND
EXPLORINGTHE
QUESTION: WHAT IS
OUR ESSENTIAL
NATURE? WITH BILLY
DOYLE.
5th March 2022
10-4pm
Billy Doyle qualified with the
BWY in 1980. He has also
studied Alexander Technique,
Feldenkraise, Eutony and
Cranio-Sacral Therapy. He
teaches yoga in the Kashmir
Tradition, which was brought to
the West by Jean Klein who
Billy worked with for 15 years.
He has a deep love of the
Indian non-duality tradition
Advaita Vedanta, and is author
of a poetic book on the subject,
"The Mirage of Separation”. He
is also the author of "Yoga in
the Kashmir Tradition: the art
of listening”. This book follows
closely the teachings of Jean
Klein. He teaches in London
and runs retreats in UK and
abroad. He has been invited
over many years to take
workshops and IST days in
different yoga groups
throughout UK. The course is
aimed at those who would like
to explore the deeper layers of
sensitivity of the body, beyond
the muscular and skeletal
systems and who see selfinquiry as a vital part of yoga.

Venue
Wilstead Village Hall
Cotton End Road
Bedfordshire
MK45 3BX
Cost:
£35 BWY
£40 non BWY
CPD Information
7.5 points
Booking Information
https://www.bwy.org.uk/eastern
/event/2014/
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19th March 2022
10-4pm
Sabine has been teaching
yoga, therapeutically as well as
group classes, since 2008.
Students are encouraged to
integrate compassionate selfobservation into their āsana
and breath
work and to create a link
between their yoga practice
and their everyday lives.
.
The events of the last year
have brought the reality of
uncertainty in our lives starkly
into the forefront
of our experience. The result
has been a dramatic increase
in insecurity, fear and difficulty
maintaining stable mental
health. This day translates the
advice given in the Yoga
Sutras to develop
a host of practical strategies
we can use in our classes to
support students in reestablishing and
maintaining stability. It is from
a place of stability that we can
face the storms around us with
integrity and calm

Venue:
North Romford Community
Centre, Clock House lane,
Collier Row, Romford, Essex
RM5 3QJ
Cost:
£35 BWY
£40 non BWY
CPD Information
7.5 points
Tutor
Sabine Dahn
Booking Information
https://www.bwy.org.uk/eastern
/event/2037/
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BWY EVENTS AND TRAINING

FINDING STABILITY IN
AN UNCERTAIN
WORLD WITH SABINE
DAHN

BWY EVENTS AND TRAINING

MENOPAUSE YOGA
AWARENESS WITH
PETRA COVENEY
9th April 2022
10-4pm
Join Petra Coveney, founder of
Menopause Yoga (2013), on
this practical CPD course to
learn about the menopause,
biological causes, symptoms
and potential long-term health
risks – and how to modify yoga
practices to ensure women feel
safe and supported in your
classes. It is an interactive
course that includes theory
talks, group discussion, yoga
demonstration and the
opportunity to practice teaching
modifications.

Venue:
Boreham Village Hall
Main road
Chelmsford
CM3 3JD
Cost:
£35 BWY
£40 Non BWY
CPD Information
7.5.points

Menopause Yoga combines
western medical science with
eastern wellbeing to give
women a toolkit of techniques
to alleviate some of their
symptoms, and a positive
perspective of the menopause.
Petra’s approach helps
Educate women to make
informed lifestyle choices, feel
Empowered by practical ways
to manage their own
menopause, so they can
Embrace this hormonal
transition as an opportunity for
personal insight and selfgrowth.

Tutor
Petra Coveney
Booking information
https://www.bwy.org.uk/eastern
/event/2086/
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23rd April 2022
10-4pm
Gary has over 30 years of
experience teaching yoga and
anatomy. He is a regular and
popular teacher for the BWY
and his extensive knowledge of
anatomy is always taught in an
engaging and inspirational
way.
For this CPD day the shoulder
complex will be explored to
allow insight into fluid
movement as well as how to
deal with injury and issues that
may arise as we practice.
This day is guaranteed to be
an enjoyable day with great
learning opportunities.

Venue:
The Costessey Centre
Longwater Lane
Costessey Norfolk
NR8 5AH

This booking is being
confirmed now.

Cost:
£35 BWY
£40 non BWY
CPD Information
7.5 points
Booking Information
TBC
Tutor
Gary Carter
Organiser
Sue Lyman
east.norfolkrep@bwyregions.or
g.uk
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BWY EVENTS AND TRAINIG

THE SHOULDER
GIRDLE: GARY
CARTER

BWY EVENTS AND TRAINING

EMERGENCY FIRST
AID AT WORK WITH
COLIN FORDHAM
21st May 2022
10-4pm
Colin is very experienced in
teaching First Aid Days and is
also a longstanding yoga
teacher. This means that the
training will be specific to you
as a yoga teacher. He has a
wealth of knowledge and is an
engaging tutor.
It is advisable that students
wear comfortable clothes,
which are practical for various
role-play situations (e.g. safety
footwear, track-suits, jeans
etc.). Please do not wear
lipstick as this marks the
models when practicing. For
those with long hair, a hairband will help when practicing
techniques. All students should
be in full health on the days of
the course as there may be
some practical work involved.
Students will be issued with a
manual during the course,
which has space for small
amounts of note taking.
Students will receive a
certificate at the end of the
training.
Please bring along a notepad
and pen, yoga mat and a
packed lunch and
refreshments.

Venue:
Nigel Copping community
Building
88 Sanville Gardens
Stanstead Abbots
Hertfordshire
SG12 8GA
Cost:
£50
CPD Information
Not applicable
Booking information
https://www.bwy.org.uk/eastern
/event/2064/
Tutor
Colin Fordham
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18th June 2022
10-4pm
Held in the wonderful ecofriendly space: Storey’s Field in
Cambridge, we are delighted
and proud to host
Swami Satyadaya from the
Mandala Yoga Ashram in
Wales.
This day will consist of asana
and pranayama in the morning
and we will be treated to a
yoga nidra and sound bath in
the afternoon.
Swami Satyadaya brings a
meditative and reflective style
to his practice and teaching. As
a gyana yogi, his main path is
gyana yoga (the path of
reflection and insight).
He teaches in a clear and
engaging way, which is
liberally sprinkled with humour!
As his path has unfolded he
has become more and more
convinced that yoga and
meditation need to be
presented in the most
accessible way possible for the
modern age.
We will keep you posted as to
when these tickets go on our
website as this promises to be
an insightful and wonderful
day.

Venue:
Storey’s Field Centre
Eddington Avenue
Cambridge
CB3 1AA
Cost:
TBC
CPD Information
1 point per hour
Tutors
Swami Satyadaya
Booking information
To be Confirmed
Organiser
Sophie Lightfoot
festival.bwyeastern@gmail.com
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BWY EVENTS AND TRAINING

EASTERN REGION’S
CELEBRATION OF
THE INTERNATIONAL
DAY OF YOGA

BWY EVENTS AND TRAINING

HOLISTIC YOGA
TEACHING WITH
THEMES: LESLEY
ISAACSON
2nd July 2022
10-4pm
The day is suitable for all
teachers and experienced
students. Working thematically,
with consistent linking to
philosophy, pranayama, sound,
and meditation, enables the
teacher to plan more
effectively, across a wider
perspective, and the student
can more fully engage with the
teachings. Thematic teaching
also encourages regular class
attendance as students want to
avoid missing the next step in
the development of the theme.
Please bring along a copy of
Patanjali Yoga Sutra.

Venue:
Storey’s Field Centre
Eddington Avenue
Cambridge
CB3 1AA
Cost:
£35 BWY
£40 non BWY
CPD Information
7.5 points
Tutor
Lesley Isaacson
Booking information
https://www.bwy.org.uk/eastern
/event/2104/

Students will take home
several mini schemes of work
based on themes which they
can develop and personalise
for use in their classes or home
practice.
Lesley’s own personal yoga
journey has involved teacher
training and foundation courses
with the British Wheel of Yoga,
e
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23rd July 2022
10-4pm
This day is designed to be both
informative and fun. By using
as a framework the history of
AUM and sacred sound as
found in the set texts on the
BWY syllabus, Wendy aims to
clarify some of the
misunderstandings about
sound in yoga practice. By
working through simple, nonthreatening usage of sound in
asana, pranayama and
meditation, and examining the
possible reactions and
aversions that some people
might quite justifiably
experience in relation to sound,
there is always the option of
silence. Wendy hopes every
participant will free to express
themselves and not feel that
there is any `set' way of using
sound in asana, though we will
refrain from being all Yoko
Ono! (i.e. free vocals at top
decibels) Participants will have
an opportunity to look at ways
they might appropriately
introduce sound and an
appreciation of silence into
their classes.

Venue:
Ardleigh House
42, Ardleigh Green Road
Hornchurch
Essex
RM11 2LG
Cost:
£35 BWY
£40 non BWY
CPD Information
7.5 points
Booking Information
https://www.bwy.org.uk/eastern
/event/2030/
Tutor
Wendy Teasdill
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BWY EVENTS AND TRAINING

THE HISTORY OF AUM
AND INTRODUCING
SOUND TO TEACHING
WITH WENDY
TEASDILL

BWY EVENTS AND TRAINING

CREATIVE LESSON
PLANNING WITH
DAWN WESSLEBY
3rd September 2022
10-4pm
This is an interactive day to
help the creative juices flow
and revitalise your lesson
planning. During the day you
will be working in small groups
creating and sharing lesson
plans based on themes,
philosophical quotes, and from
asana cards. Dawn will share
some ways of finding
inspiration and clearing your
lesson planning blocks by
providing a list of themes and
philosophical quotes that you
can use to inspire your lesson
planning.

Venue:
Wilstead Village Hall
Cotton End Road
Bedfordshire
MK45 3BX
Cost:
£35 BWY
£40 non BWY
CPD Information
7.5 points
Booking Information
https://www.bwy.org.uk/eastern
/event/2015/
Tutor
Dawn Wessleby
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24th September 2022
10-4pm
Colin is very experienced in
teaching First Aid Days and is
also a longstanding yoga
teacher. This means that the
training will be specific to you
as a yoga teacher. He has a
wealth of knowledge and is an
engaging tutor.
It is advisable that students
wear comfortable clothes,
which are practical for various
role-play situations (e.g. safety
footwear, track-suits, jeans
etc.). Please do not wear
lipstick as this marks the
models when practicing. For
those with long hair, a hairband will help when practicing
techniques. All students should
be in full health on the days of
the course as there may be
some practical work involved.
Students will be issued with a
manual during the course,
which has space for small
amounts of note taking.
Students will receive a
certificate at the end of the
training.
Please bring along a notepad
and pen, yoga mat and a
packed lunch and
refreshments.

Venue:
Wilstead Village hall
Cotton End Road
Bedfordshire
MK45 3BX
Cost:
£55
CPD Information
Not applicable
Booking Information
https://www.bwy.org.uk/eastern
/event/2016/
Tutor
Colin Fordham
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BWY EVENTS AND TRAINING

EMERGENCY FIRST
AID AT WORK WITH
COLIN FORDHAM

BWY EVENTS AND TRAINING

SUPPORTING
STUDENTS WITH
SEVERE ANXIETY,
PANIC DISORDER OR
PTSD IN A GENERAL
CLASS (PART 1) WITH
LOUISE FORTUNATO
15th October 2022
10-4pm
Venue:
Boreham Village Hall
Main Road
Chelmsford
CM3 3JD

We may teach students who
struggle with or avoid breathing
practices, can’t seem to relax
or even close their eyes during
savasana or perhaps become
agitated in relaxation or
meditation. These could all be
signs of severe anxiety, past
trauma or in rarer cases, Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder.
Increasingly it seems, anxiety
disorders appear more
common in general populations
and we are likely to have
students with one or more of
these mental health conditions.
This day is designed to equip
teachers to support such
students in general classes
and help teachers spot
possible anxiety/trauma related
reactions and de-escalate
them. Content will be both
experiential and informative
with focus on safer more
supportive practice in a general
class setting.

Cost:
£35 BWY
£40 non BWY
CPD Information
7.5 points
Booking Information
https://www.bwy.org.uk/eastern
/event/2024/
Tutor
Louise Fortunato
Organiser
Caroline Baya,
East Essex deputy Rep
eastessexdep.bwyeastern@gm
ail.com
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22nd October 2022
9.30-4.30pm
On completion of training,
candidates will be able tounderstand the role of the first
aider including reference to the
importance of preventing cross
infection.
Will know the importance of
preventing cross infection and
record incidents and know
what to do in an emergency.
Understand the use of
equipment in relation to first
aid.
Assess the situation and
circumstances in order to act
safely, promptly and effectively
in an emergency.
Be able to administer first aid
to an unconscious patient and
give CPR as needed.

Venue:
North Romford Community
Centre
Clockhouse lane, Collier Row
Essex
RM5 3QJ
Cost:
£50
CPD Information
Not applicable
Booking Information
https://www.bwy.org.uk/eastern
/event/2031/
Tutor
Barry Jackson

It is advisable that students
wear comfortable clothes,
which are practical for various
practice in first aid situations.
Please do not wear lipstick as
this marks the models when
practicing CPR.
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BWY EVENTS AND TRAINING

EMERGERNCY FIRST
AID AT WORK WITH
BARRY JACKSON

BWY EVENTS AND TRAINING

THE PANCHA VAYUS –
CURRENTS OF LIFE,
EXPLORATION AND
APPLICATION WITH
SARAH O’CONNOR
29th October 2022
10-4pm
Sarah O’Connor is a Senior
Yoga teacher and Director of
Mindflowyoga. Her expertise
comes from over 25 years of
teaching experience in the
fields of yoga and energy body
practices. Influences have
come from Ancient Tibetan and
yoga lineages, interweaved
with and interest in modern
understanding of physical and
mental energy through
neuroscience. Sarah’s work
skilfully guides students into a
direct experience of body-mind
and yogic practices, from a
place of inner discernment,
taking the yoga practice deeper
creating a stronger experience
of the mind-body connection.
Her teaching guides students
through Tibetan and Indian
practices to cleanse mind and
body of negative stored
energies, using asana, Tsa
Lung, kriya, pranayama,
mantra, and meditation.
Leaving you in the stillness,
silence and spaciousness of
pure awareness.

Venue:
Nigel Copping Community
Building
88, Sanville Gardens
Stanstead Abbots
Hertfordshire
SG12 8GA
Cost:
£35 BWY
£40 non BWY
CPD Information
7.5 points
Booking information
https://www.bwy.org.uk/eastern
/event/2063/
Tutor
Sarah O’Connor
Organiser
Siobhan Murtagh
Hertfordshire.bwyeastern@gm
ail.com
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21st January 2023
10-4pm
Venue:
Boreham Village Hall
Main Road
Chelmsford
CM3 3JD

Part 2 of the CPD days on
Supporting students with
severe anxiety, panic disorder
or PTSD in a general class,
ideally follows on from Part 1
and further explores the
themes from the previous day.
In addition, we will review
contemporary research /
thinking on yoga based
applications for anxiety and
trauma, as well as explore
further techniques to hold or
calm students in both
classroom settings and on
retreats where deeper, more
introspective or psychological
practices may arise. The tutor
Prema Jyoti (Louise Fortunato)
has extensive experience
helping students with history of
trauma, anxiety and panic
disorders or PTSD. The CPD
days are designed to better
support existing yoga teachers
and yoga therapists as they in
turn support students in their
general classes with these
often undiagnosed or under
reported conditions.

Cost:
£35 BWY
£40 non BWY
CPD Information
7.5 points
Booking Information
https://www.bwy.org.uk/eastern
/event/2026/
Tutor
Louise Fortunato
Organiser
Caroline Baya, East Essex
deputy Rep
eastessexdep.bwyeastern@gm
ail.com
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BWY EVENTS AND TRAINING

SUPPORTING
STUDENTS WITH
SEVERE ANXIETY,
PANIC DISORDER OR
PTSD IN A GENERAL
CLASS (PART 2) WITH
LOUISE FORTUNATO

BWY EVENTS AND TRAINING

BONES FOR LIFE
WITH MARYE WYVILL
18th March 2023
10-4pm
Marye’s background in yoga
includes 5 years' training at the
Dharma Yoga Centre under the
tutelage of Julie Friedeberger
and Swami Dharmananda, and
4 years as resident and
teacher at Mandala Yoga
Ashram in Wales.
Whilst aimed primarily at
teachers who wish to integrate
exercises designed to combat
osteoporosis into their weekly
classes, this day will be of
benefit to anyone who wishes
to improve their posture and
movement.

Venue:
North Romford Community
Centre
Clockhouse lane, collier Row
Essex
RM5 3QJ
Cost:
£35 BWY
£40 Non BWY
CPD Information
7.5 points

Bones for Life overview:
Bones for Life focuses on
natural movement that can be
enhanced in order to help
develop the postural integrity,
flexibility and stability that
support strong bones. Its
gentle exercises are designed
to transform habitual patterns
into ways of moving that can
lead to what its originator,
Ruthy Alon, calls a state of
"biological optimism”. Bones
for Life is suitable for people of
all ages and abilities.

Booking information
https://www.bwy.org.uk/eastern
/event/2084/
Tutor
Marye Wyvill
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DATE

EVENT

5/3/22

Billy Doyle

19/3/22
9/4/22
23/4/22
21/5/22
18/6/22
2/7/22
23/7/22
3/9/22
24/9/22
15/10/22
22/10/22
29/10/22
21/1/23
18/3/23

LOCATION

Bedfordshire
MK45 3BX
Sabine
Essex
Dahn
RM5 3QJ
Petra
Essex
Coveney
CM3 3JD
Gary Carter Norfolk
NR8 5AH
First AID
Hertfordshire
SG12 8GA
International Cambridgeshire
Day of Yoga CB3 1AA
Lesley
Cambridgeshire
Isaacson
CB3 1AA
Wendy
Essex
Teasdill
RM11 2LG
Dawn
Bedfordshire
Wessleby
MK45 3BX
First Aid
Bedfordshire
MK45 3BX
Louise
Essex
Fortunato
CM3 3JD
First Aid
Essex
RM5 3QJ
Sarah
Hertfordshire
O’Connor
SG12 8GA
Louise
Essex
Fortunato
CM3 3JD
Marye
Essex
Wyvill
RM5 3QJ
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TYPE

CONTACT

CPD
CPD
CPD
CPD
EFAW
Festival
CPD
CPD
CPD
EFAW
CPD
EFAW
CPD
CPD
CPD

Aslihan
Yenigun
Caroline
Baya
Sue Lyman
Siobhan
Murtagh
Sophie
Lightfoot
Clare
Goggin
Aslihan
Yenigun
Pauline
Morgan
Pauline
Morgan
Caroline
Baya
Aslihan
Yenigun
Siobhan
Murtagh
Caroline
Baya
Aslihan
Yenigun

BOOKING PROCEDURES AND INFORMATION
EVENT BOOKINGS CAN BE MADE ON THE WEBSITE:
WWW.BWY.ORG.UK
The easiest way to view London events as a BWY Member is as
follows:
•
Login using the Member Login button on the homepage
•
Hover over the Events tab and enter your postcode
•
A table of events from all regions close to you will appear
•
Browse events, click on each one for more details and to
book
TO BOOK AN EVENT:
•
Click on the title of the event
•
Scroll to the bottom of the page to Ticket Types
•
If you are logged in, but can’t see any ticket types it
means you are not eligible to book onto this event, ie; teacher
only events
•
Select type & number of tickets you want & complete the
form
•
Click submit
Please email queries to the organizer of that particular event as
listed opposite or contact head office for technical issues.

REFUND AND TRANSFER OPTIONS:
1.
Cancellation prior to 30 days from due date of event – full
refund. The amount can be used to off-set against the cost of
another event subject to availability and at the discretion of the
event organisers.
2.
Cancellation within 15 to 29 days of event date – 50%
refund. This amount can be used to off-set against the cost of
another event subject to availability and at the discretion of the
event organisers.
3.
Cancellation within 14 to 0 days of the event date – no
refund or transfer.
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LEVEL 1
With Darshana Parmar
Mokshyogabyd@gmail.com
Website: Mokshyoga.co.uk
Along with self-development this course will give you insight
into whether you would like to begin a yoga teaching journey
or enhance your personal practice.
You will get an opportunity to meet like-minded people and
learn about the philosophy, asana, pranayama, Kriyas and
mudras.
Requirement two years regular practice with a qualified yoga
teacher.
Course Dates: 26 March to 26 November 2022
Venue Address: Allum Hall, Borehamwood, WD6 3PJ

The BWY offers many courses that can be found on the
website; bwy.org.uk
If you would like to advertise your course here please contact
east.editor@bwyregions.org.uk
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BWY TRAINING

BWY FOUNDATION COURSE
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ADVERTISEMENT

‘

Strength in Asana - IST’
Zoe Knott
Saturday 26th March 2022
12:45 pm - 6:15 pm ~ £47
‘

Bones, Joints & Arthritic
Conditions - IST’

Frances Lumley
Saturday 15th October 2022
12:45 pm - 6:15 pm ~ £47
We have other events taking place at the studio continuously
so please do visit our website and look under our ‘workshop’
tab to see what’s on
Our Workshops at Shambhala are small and friendly in our lovely
studio in Leigh on Sea, Essex SS9 1DJ
Please visit our website for full details on these events (and
many others) or contact us at Shambhala
01702 478924
email: wellbeing@shambhalastudios.com
www.shambhalastudios.com
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ADVERTISEMENT

TEACHER TRAINING
DAYS

ADVERTISEMENT

LEVEL 1 – FUNCTIONAL
ANATOMY

50 hours Yin
yoga teacher
training

BONES, MUSCLES, POSES,
MERIDIANS AND
MINDFULNESS MEDITATION
Manual, Meridian Doll, British
Wheel of yoga and
Yoga Alliance Certification

Total cost: £675
Early Bird Discount Available

2022
6 Saturdays
3rd/17th September
1st/15th/29th October
5th November
ONLINE VIA ZOOM

A HIGHLY EXPERIENCED
YIN YOGA TEACHER WITH
OVER 1,500 HOURS
TRAINING WITH PAUL &
SUZEE GRILLEY AND
SARAH & TY POWERS
gilliancawte@hotmail.com
07968 154525
www.gilliancawteyoga.co.uk
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FINAL NOTE
Final Note:
The past few months have been eventful as well as insightful within
the BWY. Our AGM has allowed new members to head our
organisation and Eastern Region has been pleased to welcome 5
new volunteers! It is our aim to provide yoga days that will aid our
wellbeing as well as help us remain proficient yogis. We hope you
join us on some of these events/CPD days and look forward to
meeting you and sharing our joy of yoga.

Social Media
Follow us on facebook (British wheel of yoga Eastern Region)
And Instagram bwyeastern region for updates and inspiration.
Please contact regional editor, Donna, if you would like to
contribute to this newsletter and/or post on social media.

A final meditation
Lokah Samastah Sukinho Bhavantu
May you feel Peace in your heart,
May love be who you are.
May everyone, everywhere be happy,
Feel Compassion and be free
Lokah Samastah Sukinho Bhavantu
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Emergency First Aid at Work
Courses for Yoga Teachers
MGM Training Limited is holding a regular schedule of Emergency
First Aid at Work courses for Yoga Teachers and Student Yoga
Teachers. Holding regular courses for numerous Studios, you can be
sure these high-quality courses are aimed at Yoga Teachers by a
Trainer who specialises in First Aid Course Provision. The schedule is:
Sunday 06 February – Seaford (BN25 2AB) - £75 per person
Thursday 10 February – Luton (LU3 2HX) - £75 per person
Sunday 13 February – Crouch End (N8 9PR) - £85 per person
Wednesday 16 February – Uxbridge (UB8 2RR) - £75 per person
Saturday 19 February – Luton (LU3 2HX) - £80 per person
Tuesday 22 February – Luton (LU3 2HX) - £75 per person
Saturday 26 February – Uxbridge (UB8 2RR) - £75 per person
Thursday 03 March – Uxbridge (UB8 2RR) - £75 per person
Sunday 05 March – Seaford (BN25 2AB) - £75 per person
Wednesday 09 March – Luton (LU3 2HX) - £75 per person
Thursday 17 March – Uxbridge (UB8 2RR) - £75 per person
Sunday 20 March – Crouch End (N8 9PR) - £85 per person
Thursday 24 March – Luton (LU3 2HX) - £75 per person
Saturday 26 March – Uxbridge (UB8 2RR) - £80 per person
Sunday 27 March – Luton (LU3 2HX) - £85 per person
Sunday 03 April – Uxbridge (UB8 2RR) - £85 per person
Tuesday 05 April – Uxbridge (UB8 2RR) - £75 per person
Saturday 09 April – Luton (LU3 2HX) - £80 per person
Tuesday 12 April – Luton (LU3 2HX) - £75 per person
Saturday 16 April – Uxbridge (UB8 2RR) - £80 per person
Sunday 24 April – Seaford (BN25 2AB) - £75 per person
Further courses dates in 2022 are shown on our website

To book your place please visit www.mgmtraining.co.uk
(Please note off-line bookings incur an additional administration fee)
MGM Training Limited also offers ‘in-house’ courses for
Studios, groups, IST, and Teacher Training Classes, where
we will visit your venue and provide a course for up to and
including twelve students anywhere within the UK and
outside the UK. In-house courses are charged on an
extremely competitive course price.

Please note these first aid courses comply with
BWY requirements for
Yoga Teachers but are not organised by the BWY
and Regional Representatives cannot answer questions regarding the
courses please email MGM Training for any queries
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